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Ohio Senate approves bill restoring death penalty
COLUMBUS (AP) - State senators
passed and sent on to the House
yesterday a controversial bill restoring Ohio's death penalty.
The 23-10 vote crossed party lines,
and it came after nearly, three hours
of emotionally-charged debate in
which the old classic arguments were
given on both sides.
Sixteen Republicans were joined by
seven Democrats in support of the
measure, while eight Democrats and
two Republicans voted against it
OHIO'S OLD capital punishment
law was declared unconstitutional by
the U.S. Supreme Court in July 1978.
One measure reinstating it passed the
House at the last legislative session,
but was killed in the Senate.

23-10 vote crosses party lines after three-hour debate
Sen. Richard Finan (R-Cincinnati),
was chief sponsor of the pending
measures, and other backers used the
long familiar argument that the death
penalty deters crime.
But Sen. Marigene Valiquette
(D-Toledo), and other opponents
denied that claim and said the bill
discriminates against the poor and
blacks. She also argued against it on
moral and religious grounds.
Much of the debate came on an
amendment by Sen. John Timothy
McCormack (D-Euclid), who sought
to substitute life imprisonment
without the chance of parole in place

of the death sentence. He lost 22-11.
UNDER THE measure, Finan, an attorney, said the death penalty could
be imposed by juries for people indicted on charges of aggravated
degree murder with specifications set
forth in the bill. Those include murder
for hire; killing a president, governor
or other public official; killing a
police officer; killing during an
escape attempt; committing a repeat
killing; killing someone under 16
years old; and killing during the commission of a felony, such as rape or
robbery.

The bill provides that once a jury
has convicted a defendant of aggravated murder, and following a presentencing probe, the same jury
would reconvene to determine if there
were mitigating circumstances. If the
jury found mitigating circumstances,
only then could the death sentence be
imposed.
Finan said the bill, with adequate
safeguards for defendants, will be
upheld in the courts. "This bill is
heavy on due process," he said.
Finan said he and other drafters of
the bill don't expect mass executions
in Ohio. They only want to punish

those "who commit the most heinous
crimes," he said.
VARIOUS POLLS have demonstrated most Ohioans want a capital
punishment law, Finan said. A
University of Cincinnati poll showed
more than 87 percent of Ohioans
favored the death penalty, he said.
Sen. A. Michael Schwarzwalder
(D-Columbus), was among those saying the death penalty does not deter
crime. Murders in Florida have risen
60 percent since the state executed a
prisoner after restoring its death
penalty nearly two years ago, he said.

Police arrest
Hilton busboy
for hotel fire

Column
one
Search begins for
Rec Center director
An internal search committee
will select candidates for a new
Student Recreation Center
director. Applicants will be Interviewed by Dr. Donald
Ragusa, dean of students.
He said, "We are looking for
someone with a master's
degree in health, physical
education, or recreation."
Ragusa's final decision will be
based on work experience,
academic achievement and a
personal interview.
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Whether it be new wave or
punk, a new form of music is
easing its way into the area all the while cashing in on a
fragmented listening audience.
PageJ.
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Sports
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Bowling Green ripped Ohio
University, 7945, last night in
Mid-American Conference action. Page 9.
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Weather

stall photo by Dale Omori

Sunny. High 18 F (-8 C), low 7
F (-4 C). 0-percent chance of
precipitation.

The footprints left in the newly fallen snow In front of the Library
yesterday may be an Indicator that this week Is mid-term week for

many University students. The weather made the day a good day for
studying as the wind, rain and snow drove many people Indoors.

University schedules funk group for black-oriented concert
by Mary Alice Hentges
staff reporter

It took a year of finagling,
negotiating and effort, but by the end
of the month, black students will have
the concert they have been working on
since last winter.
Slave, a seven-man funk band from
Dayton, will perform in the Grand
Ballroom, University Union, on Feb.
26. The group, which has performed
professionally for five years, received
a gold record in 1977 for its album
"Slave," and a single, "Just a Touch
of Love," reached the top 10 in 1979.
A controversy arose when a committee of minority students proposed
a black-oriented concert for
Homecoming
numeiuiiuilg 1980.
low. They
nrcj felt
>c» their
uicu

Swarzwalder reminded the Senate
of testimony from Floyd Fay of Wood
County, who appeared last month
before the judiciary committee. Fay
told the panel that he served more
than two years in jail for a slaying he
didn't commit before his innocence
was established.
Fay "would have been dead had
Ohio's death penalty been in effect at
the time," the senator said.
.Though such incidents are rare,
Scwarzwalder, who supported McCormack's life-term amendment, said
the state should not be in a position to
accidentally execute an innocent person. "This issue of the state making a
mistake has got to stick in your
minds," he said.

cultural needs were not being met by
University entertainment groups and
concerts "did not depict what other
campuses were doing," Deanna
Okoiti, coordinator for social-cultural
activities in the Student Development
Program, said.

two concerts was considered. Because
this was not considered feasible financially, all concert possibilities were
scrapped, Okoiti said.

Because of the controversy, $12,000
was allocated for minority students to
plan a concert this year and an addiBLACK PERFORMING artists tional $4,000 was provided by Student
Peabo Bryson and Roberta Flack Activites to cover possible losses, she
have appeared at the University, said. Various minority organizations
"and students felt, 'If it happened also have offered financial support.
then, why couldn't it happen now?' "
A long list of possible musical acts
Okoiti said. "Even though students was narrowed to three choices, with
may not have been here when those Slave being the final selection, Okoiti
artists were here, they heard about said.
them."
Attempts at scheduling a concert
"THE COMMITTEE is very happy
appealing to both blacks and whites now as far as being possible to confor
failed -..«—..*and the idea of
iw Homecoming
UWIKI.WWIB *»««
v. tract
uow Slave,"
oid.c, she
auc said.
acuu. Two
* wu ToledoIUICUV

based groups, Mixed Company and
The Illusions, will open the show.
There are 1,350 general admission
tickets available for the concert, selling for $6 each. Okoiti said students
are advertising the concert in Toledo
and surrounding areas, hoping to at
least break even.
"Without a lot of support from
Toledo we wouldn't be able to fill the
Grand Ballroom," Okoiti said. The entire cost of the production, including
local artist fees, crew and sound and
light systems, will be about $12,000.
Slave will charge $6,000 for the performance, she said.
"There's no way we're going to
make any more than $100 profit,"
URUlu said,
aeiu, noting
uuiuig that
umfc a icuoici,
Okoiti
cabaret,

sponsored by the Board of Black
Cultural Activites and Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity, will follow the concert
in Northeast Commons. A $1 entrance
fee for the cabaret will help generate
profits.
"The reason for the cabaret is to
start a black concert fund" Okoiti
said.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES has formed a task force to look into the problems of scheduling cross-cultural
concerts.
"As they're (the task force) looking
at other colleges and universities
they're finding out there have been
some changes, some modifications,
on how concerts are done," Okoiti
aaiu.
.
said.

LAS VEGAS, (AP) - A busboy at
the Las Vegas Hilton Hotel was arrested and booked on eight counts of
homicide last night in connection with
the arson fire that burst out an eighth
floor window and roared up the side of
the 30-story hotel.
Eight people died in the fire and 198
were injured.
Homicide detectives said they had
arrested and booked Phillip Bruce
Cline, 23, who they said was the first
person to report the blaze to the fire
department.
"WE DETERMINED that probable
cause exists to charge him with firstdegree arson and eight counts of
murder," said Deputy Chief Erik
Cooper.
Cooper said Cline was questioned
for two hours, then he was taken to the
Metropolitan Police Station Wednesday afternoon and that he was in the
hotel at the time the fire started.
Police and hotel security searched
all 2,783 rooms in the nation's largest
hotel for five hours yesterday morning, looking under beds and in closets
and checking some rooms four times.
No additional bodies were found,
authorities said.
Seven victims died of smoke inhalation Tuesday night, and the eighth fell
or leaped to his death, landing on an
outside deck, according to Clark
County Coroner Otto Ravenholt.
AMONG THOSE admitted to
hospitals was singer Natalie Cole, who
had sung at the hotel Monday night
and was overcome by smoke in her
room. Six people were reported in
critical condition, including one
firefighter.
The main blaze, which gutted the
eighth and ninth floors of the hotel's
east wing, started at 8:07 p.m. Tuesday. The fire shattered a huge window
on the eighth floor and allowed flames
to funnel up the side of the hotel,
hopscotching floors all the way to the
roof and blackening the outside of the
building.
Three smaller fires, on the second,
third and ninth floors, were
discovered in the same wing within 45
minutes. Authorities said all the fires
were of "suspicious origin."
One of the fires sent a blow-torch of
flame up an elevator shaft to the roof
where dozens of guests had fled to
await rescue by helicopter.
The first-floor casino was untouched
by the blaze. While flames crackled in
the floors above, hotel security guards
had to shoo some gamblers away from
their tables with shouts of, "this is
uciuiuciy the
UK last hand,
IU1IHI. please."
fjlt'a
definitely

SGA examines photo ID system for campuswide use
by Sarah Bisslind

A photograph identification system, the subject of mixed reviews in the past, has fallen
back into the Student Government Association's spotlight.
The issue has been on and off SGA's agenda
for the last two years, with interest in the project dying before a definite plan could be
drawn up. But SGA once again is examining
the idea.
The University needs "one type of significant identification," SGA President Dana
Kortokrax said, explaining that a photo ID
would meet this need.
SGA thinks a photo ID would eliminate
the present need of showing different combinations of identification to gain access to
University buildings and events, and to
receive liniversity services.

WITH THE current system, for example,
students must present a driver's license (or
other photo ID) with a validation card to be
admitted into the Student Recreation Center,
and a plastic student card with a validation
card to check out books at the University
Library.
Acceptance of a photo ID system by the
University administration is more likely now
than ever before. The University must adopt a
new method of identification for students,
faculty and staff before the start of the next
academic year, Dr. Richard Eakin, executive
vice provost for planning and budgeting, said.
The current method of identification will
become useless once new check-out equipment in the Library becomes operational, Bill
Treat, director of technical services in the
Library, said.
The present check-out system uses a series

of holes unique to each plastic card that stores
information in the Library's computer, he explained.
IT IS not known yet if the new equipment, to
be used this summer or fall, will accept a
photo ID. After the equipment is installed this
month, different types of identification will be
tested.
With the use of a photo ID, the lamination
necessary for such a card may be too shiny to
properly reflect characters, Treat said.
Another type of identification the University
may consider is a plastic ID card cheap
enough to issue each quarter, University
Registrar Cary Brewer said.
Brewer said the University could hire a vendor to take the photographs and print the
cards or it could do this itself.
THE UNIVERSITY already prints photo
IDs on a small basis at the rec center. The rec

center offers a photo ID at cost to interested
students, and issues them to members of
faculty families who use the center.
For a campuswide photo ID system the
University would have to purchase more
equipment to add to that at the rec center,
Brewer said.
In a feasibility study Brewer conducted in
1978, the equipment and materials necessary
for the University to print its own photo IDs
would initially cost $18,645.
One advantage to the University manufacturing its own photo IDs would be a lowering of
costs every year because the equipment
already would be available, Brewer said. A
vendor's fee, on the other hand, would continually increase.
When broken down into a cost-per-student
relationship, the study projected a photo ID
would cost the student between $1 and $1.20 if

the University made them, $1.20 or more if a
vendor was contracted, Brewer said.
The cost per student for each quarter's
validation cards is nominal.
A survey on the photo ID issue was taken
last year by SGA of about 500 surveys received, there was an 85-90 percent favorable
response, Steven Evanko, former SGA senator
said.
THE UNIVERSITY did have a photo ID
system, but it was discontinued in 1971. "No
one was really using the photographs and it
was costing us a bundle," Brewer said.
Some administrators question the practicality of a photo ID system, while others say
it should be up to the students because they
ultimately will finance the project.
Jospeh Martini, University bursar, said a
photo ID is not necessary because a student
usually already has one in some form.
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Opinion
Don't stop paying
student loan interest
In these days of student fee increases, budget cuts and
inflation, all University students need to hear is more
bad news about the possible upcoming financial hardship.
But the federal government may add another dose that
many students will find hard to swallow.
The Reagan administration is contemplating stopping
the federal govenment's paying of the interest on
Guaranteed Student Loans while borrowers are attending
college. The federal government hopes that by cutting student aid - a key part of Reagan's economic program - it
can reduce the ballooning demand for the loans.
We think President Reagan and his entourage of
economic experts should reconsider their expected position
on student loans. More than 7,000 University students have
applied for GSL loans for next year, and more than 2.6
million students receive federal aid nationwide.
The federal government has an obligation to aid students
who cannot afford the high (and rapidly becoming higher)
costs of college. By paying the interest on student loans, the
federal government is investing in the country's future.
Several congressmen opposed to the»cuts in student aid
estimated Tuesday that as many as 25 percent of students
getting assistance would be forced to drop out of school.
Higher education already is in a delicate position with projections of declining enrollments in the 1980s. It cannot afford to lose more students because the federal government
refuses to list higher education as a top priority.
Many people agree the student aid system worked well
when there was a $25,000 family-income ceiling that determined who could apply for loans. That ceiling was lifted in
1978, prompting the requests for guaranteed loans to triple
in volume.
We would not object if a ceiling was reinstituted, but we
vehemently oppose the expected cuts by the Reagan administraiton. There are few programs that are more important than student aid; just ask the millions of students
who receive it.

Building names in need of creativity
I was nursing my second Dr. Pepper
when he came up to me.
"You know, this is a real strange
place," he said.
Not thinking this bar was any
stanger than anything else in Bowling
Green, I replied quizzically, "What's
the matter with this place?"
"Not this place you fool, THIS
PLACE!" His arm traveled in a big
arc. "Bowling Green," he said. "The
campus."
WHY DO you say that?" I said
hesitantly.
"Look around you," he said. "The
names of the buldings are so functional. The Ice Arena. The Library.
The Rec Center. The Administration
Building." He paused. "You'd just
think that there would be enough
bloody creativity around here to name
a few of these place?" His tone was incredulous.
You know, I thought, he was right.
Oh sure a few buildings had unusual
names, but you'd figure that there

Focus
Eric Verschuure
Graduate student

must be enough dead alumni lying
around to name a few more
"Memorial" halls. "Do you have any
ideas for names?" I said.
"Sure do," he replied.
Somehow that didn't surprise me.
HE CONTINUED, "Let's start with
the Ice Arena because that's the
easiest.
"You're right," I added. "We could
name it after some of those Olympic
hockey players."
"No way," he insisted. He looked
appalled at the suggestion. "I was
thinking that maybe we could name it
after Peggy Iteming.''
"Peggy Fleming?''

"Yeah, Peggy Fleming. Look, the would we want to name the Library
way I figure it, all those hockey Montgomery?"
players are too busy playing hockey to
show up for any dedication
"OH," HE said sheepishly, "I
ceremonies, but Peggy Fleming thought the capital of Alabama was
would be so honored she'd have to Mobile. You know, Book Mobile?"
show."
"Cute," I said. My Dr. Pepper had
"YOU KNOW," I said, "that's very all but evaporated as had, it seemed,
logical and I have to admit that Peggy my new friend's ideas. He could tell I
Fleming is a lot better looking than was looking'for a way out.
"Look," he said. " I know you've
Ken Morrow."
got to be on your way, but just listen to
He nodded approvingly. "Secondly, my last idea."
I think we should name the Ad"Sure," I muttered. "Go ahead."
ministration Building after Tim Con"Well I was thinking that maybe we
way. He went here, you know. I was could name the Student Rec Center
thinking that Conway Tower has a after Slim Whitman."
nice ring to it"
"You're not going to say Slim Gym,
Fleming Ice Arena. Conway Tower. are you?" I demanded.
"Well, I er, ah."
This guy was no jerk. "What other
"Look you're on the right track," I
ideas do you have?" I asked.
said. "Some of your ideas are a bit
"Well, don't get the impression I strange, but why don't we both give it
have all of this figured out," he some thought and meet back here in a
answered. "But I think we could name couple of weeks?" He nodded ?nd was
the Library after the capital of gone. We are supposd to meet tomorAlabama."
row, but for some reason I don't think
"The capital of Alabama? Why
he'll show.

Letters.
Floor not comfortable,
convenient for waiting
I am writing this letter in regards to
the commotion that occurs every day
outside of the computer lab rooms in
the Math Science Building. Because I
am only a freshman, at first I didn't
really know why all those students
were sitting around, and some were
laving, all over the floor. To think of
laying on the floor and trying to concentrate on finding errors in a computer program seems rather absurd
to me - especially now!
It being winter, it isn't easy to keep
the hallways free of water, snow and
dirt. The students in the hallway
working on their programs have to
contend with dirty, slushy puddles of
water while sitting on the cold floor.
But they have no other choice. My
concern is, isn't there anything that
could be done for the students under
these conditions?
I realize that the current budget cutback is a serious problem, but
possibly something could be done. I
asked several people how they felt
about working on the floor because I
have not taken computer programming. I am only a student indirectly
aware of this problem. However, my
roommate is a computer science major and she says it is a problem
because the nearest place to work is
the library on the third floor, which is
too far to go if you're waiting on a
10-minute run-through.
If they can install coat racks in the
classrooms, which according to a letter in The BG News they did, maybe

they could install benches or put desks
in the area around the computer lab so
students don't have to sit in slop.
Beth Beininer
113 Compton

Double standard is
merely an act of unity
This letter Is in response to a letter
in the News Feb. 5 concering the socalled "double standard" here at the
University. The article talked about
the Black Book being published and
distributed to the black students on
campus and why black students
couldn't use the same directory as the
rest of the University.
I believe it is very narrow-minded of
anyone who shuns any group who
takes an extra step towards unity on
this campus. There are so few blacks
on this campus that something like the
Black Book and The Obsidian is
much needed to keep the black
students in touch and aware of things
happening here.
Also in response to the comment on
the Black Student Union, there is no
double standard here. The Black Student Union is for black students yes,
but all meetings are open to the public
and this includes the white students as
well as anyone else, so before you
classify this as a "racial grouping"
why not attend one of these meetings
to see exactly what the BSU is about
before passing such judgments.
The Black Book, The Obsidian and
the Black Student Union are not acts
of discrimination by any means,
they're merely the result of an act of
unity among the black students at this
university.
Juanamarie Dixon
150 S. Enterprise #9
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Leave history aside and unite as Americans
The
«"V ignorance
tauiut uuvv of
Wat some
ii-WBBTi of
WB. the
«■>■*, perl/v 1
sons
ns on this campus is appalling to TGVy^y. Ifl
me.
There are those white students who
believe my Feb. 5 letter was simply a Jan Elise Heath
way to "put it to them" and there are University student
those black students who thought I
wrote that letter because I am jealous
of the precious unity and brotherhood cepted if lived by that philosophy.
of blacks in America. I can get unity,
I received a number of calls from
brotherhood and sisterhood from any concerned black students the day my
greek house on campus.
letter was printed. All but one of those
calls were from intelligent, openMy point in that letter was that minded person who presented their
there is no longer a reason to fight the disagreements, listen to my reasoning
wars of our forefathers. The "Black and were not so cloaed-m inded as to
Book" is just one more example of the say, "I'm right and you're wrong,"
separation from society that blacks call me an undesirable name and
bang up (you know who you are,
demand.
Miss).
Out of all of those, calls, not once did
MR. OGBUJI, in his Feb. 10 letter,
insisted on referring to the blacks as I hear such a ridiculous statement as
"Africans in America." I must the one made by Mr. Ogbuji when he,
disagree. They are Americans with an referring to the BGSU campus, wrote,
African background, just as I am an "I would ask her to draw a random
American with a German sample of 1,000-2,000 names from It
background. I honestly believe, Mr. and see if all would not be white."
Mr Ogbuji, is BGSU to go out and
Ogbuji, that you would be better acsearch for black students to come to

RespoiH
If you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editor of The BG News, 108 University Hall.

this university? The financial state of
this school is bad enough without the
addition of "Black Student
Recruiters."

Klan. Does the BSU have such
disastrous fates in store for its white
brothers and sisters? Should we be
wary of its presence?

I WAS not "making a case" for a
"white book." I was bringing out the
point that we are all students who are
perfectly able to use the campus
directory, no matter what our ethnic
background may be. By the same
token, I am not trying to start a white
student union. There should be a
"Student Union" where all students
work within and together rather than
as separate entities.

PERHAPS MR. Ogbuji was correct
in assuming that I have idealistic
"good intentions" for the blacks in
American society. But I believe that it
is a potential reality, not an idealistic
state. The grudges held between
blacks and whites are from our
forefathers, kept strong by persons
who will not accept the fact that we
were all created by God as equals. It
is not only white persons with that attitude. Blacks sometimes hold those
same opinions.

One of Mr. Ogbuji's questions was,
"Did the Africans in America not seek
membership in white Greek organizations?" Yes, my friend, they did, I am
affiliated with one of the fraternities
here and I am a friend of a black
member in that house. And I know for
a fact that other so-called "white"
fraternities have black members.
I must question Mr. Pittman (Feb
10) on why he insists on comparing the
Black Student Union to the Ku Klux

Ms. Thompson's statment on Feb.
10 that "The Obsidian writes about the
cultures of all people that historically
have been oppressed" brings out the
key point. It is our history. Why not let
it be left at that?
Study your culture if you like. Persons should know and be proud of
where they came from, but live what
you were born as-Americans.
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Reagan's election setback to women's rights leaders
by Gary Benz
stall reporter

While the majority of voters in the last presidential
election look to Ronald Reagan's victory as a step forward, many women see it as a step backward.
A case in point are the leaders of various women's
groups at the University and state levels who see many of
Reagan's policies thwarting women's rights.
"Reagan's position, not only on anti-abortion but on
economic issues, will hurt women," said Frances Perry,
a teaching fellow in the sociology department and advisor
to Women for Women.
SHE SAID cuts in social programs designed to help the
poor will be detrimental to women. For example, if there
are cuts in federal educational loans to poor persons, she
said, older women returning to school especially will be

hurt because they are In desperate need of financial support, and also because there are more poor women than
men.
But the issue most negatively affected by Reagan's
election, according to Perry, is the Equal Rights Amendment.
"It's hard to say if the ERA will get passed now
because of Reagan's election. I guess it really depends on
how well people working for the ERA are able to organize
and mobilize," she said.
But Perry admits that with Reagan in office, getting
the ERA passed "will take even longer than it already
has. In fact, it's quite possible-if Reagan makes appointments to the Supreme Court, it could stop progress for
women even more."
ALTHOUGH REAGAN has said there is no need to
achieve equality for women through constitutional

Briefs.
Lecture rescheduled

Education sign-ups today
University Placement Services will hold education
sign-ups today at 6 p.m. in the Forum, Student Services
Bldg.

Biology seminar rescheduled
A Lighter Side Seminar in Biology entitled "Sexual
Reproduction in Junk Food" has been rescheduled for
today at 3:30 p.m. in 112 Life Sciences Bldg. Dr. Rex
Lowe, an associate professor of biology, will be guest
speaker.

Special prayer mass today
Saint Thomas More University Parish will hold a
special prayer mass today at 7:30 p.m. for three University students injured in a traffic accident last Friday.

The lecture by Dr. William Reichert, chairman of the
political science department, on "Non-violence as a
United States Foreign Policy" has been rescheduled for
March 4 at 7:30 p.m. in 210 University Hall. The lecture
was planned for last night but was cancelled because of
the weather.

New scholarship fund created
An anonymous donor has given a 330,000 life insurance policy plus an undisclosed amount of cash to
create a scholarship fund at the University to benefit
graduates of Arlington High School. The new scholarship will cover a full quarter's tuition and fees. The first
scholarship will be awarded fall quarter of the 1961-82
academic year. For more information contact the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs. 372-2701.

Handball and squash tournament

Carnation sale today

The Student Recreation Center will sponsor a handball and squash tournament from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Feb.
21 and from 1-6 p.m. Feb 22. Sign-up deadline is Feb. 20.

Phi Upsilon will hold a carnation sale today from 9:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. in University Hall. Pink, white and red
carnations are being sold for SI.

Women for Women to meet

Fireside coffeehouse
Saint Thomas More University Parish will hold a
fireside coffeehouse today from 9 p.m. to midnight in
the Fireside Lounge. Musician Tom Gorman will entertain. Admission is SO cents with a student ID and $1 for
guests. Free cookies, coffee and punch.

SPJ/SDX program
The Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta
Chi, is sponsoring the program "What to Do When 60
Minutes Blasts Your Company on National TV," today
at 7:30 p.m. in 300 Moseley Hall. Al Goldberg, public
relations director for AMC Jeep Inc., will discuss how
he will handle the 60 Minutes tape that was aired accusing AMC of marketing unsafe vehicles.

Women for Women will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in the
Faculty Lounge, Union. "The Story of An Hour," a short
story by Kate Chopin, will be discussed. The meeting is
free and public.

Interviews for summer camp jobs
Representatives from the Seal of Ohio Girl Scout
Council will be interviewing for summer positions at
two Ohio Camps. Contact Student Employment, 460 Student Services Bldg., to make an interview appointment.

Washington Semester Program
Applicants for the Fall 1981 Washington Semester
Program are being sought by the Center for Educational Options. Participants must be juniors or seniors
and can earn 24 hours of credit For more information
contact the Center for Educational Options, 231 Administration Bldg. Application deadline is March 6.

amendment, Perry said that depending on state
legislatures to correct inequities could be a major problem.
"It's important to have a national amendment because
if we depend on the state legislatures to change laws, it
will take much longer and some are not likely to do it,"
she said. "For example, if we waited for Mississippi to
give women the right to vote, we still wouldn't have it.
They still haven't voted for women's suffrage."
Margaret Weinberger, coordinator for the Women's
Center at the University, said that while Reagan's election is a bad sign for the ERA, it could also have positive
affects.
"Looking at first glance at Reagan's election, it looks
like a setback for women. On the other hand, it could be
positive because it could create a reaction that would
motivate a lot of liberals into taking some aff irmitive action. It's hard to be complacent under Reagan," she said.
PERRY CONCURRED with Weinberger that Reagan's
election could have a backlash affect.
"I think bis election shows that we need a broad-base
coalition of progressive groups - minorities and women who will work for the election of people who will support
social reform and social change. I hope that will happen
in the next election," she said.
One group that already is at work, and indeed has seen
a dramatic increase in membership, is the National

Organization for Women.
According to state President Linda Furoey, NOW has
seen its ranks swell from the usual 2,000-3,000 in
November to about 12,000.
"NOW HAS been active and will continue to be active,"
she said. "It's important to understand that we can no
longer sit back and let someone else fight for our rights."
Furney said Reagan's election and his subsequent
policies toward women are "absolutely devastating."
"His campaign was based on the fact that he believes in
the 'E' and the 'R' but not the 'A'. He doesn't believe in
equal rights and he is not going to do anything to get the
ERA passed," she said.
Although Reagan has advocated working through the
states to gain equal rights, Furney is adamant that his approach will prove useless.
"I think it's absurd working through the states. It's
unbelievably time-consuming trying to work with state
legislatures," she said.
But Furney's main gripes about Reagan's policy
toward the ERA are the time factor and the psychological
implications of having a constitutional amendment.
"If we don't have an amendment, we (women) will
have to wait a hundred years, and then we may make a
few steps forward. But also, failure to get an amendment
will indicate to people that this country doesn't care
about equal rights," she said.

Open containers causing confusion
over city, campus law enforcement
by Gary Banz
stall raporter

While the University and the city
rarely run into conflicts over law
enforcement, one area that is causing confusion is open containers.
According to a city ordinance,
anyone caught carrying an open
container of alcohol (beer, wine,
etc.) in public can be arrested and
charged with a minor misdemeanor, usually punishable by a
$25 fine and court costs.
But on campus, anyone caught
with an open container is either
asked to dump the liquid and
dispose of the container or is referred to the Office of Standards and
Procedures. Derek Dickinson,
director of Standards and Procedures, said a student, if sent to
his office, can expect a warning or
probation, depending on the severity of the case.
BUT THE reason for the confusion in the first place, Police Chief
Galen Ash said, is the potential problems with open containers.

"It's not a major problem, but we
consider it a problem because
many of the containers end up going through a fraternity or sorority
window," Bess said.

"The campus runs an entirely
different system. But the issue of
open containers itself is not a big
deal," he said. "But it has a further
outreaching effect. An open container appears harmless but what
will happen to the container when
it's empty? It will become litter, at
best, but it may end up smashed
through a window or thrown
against someone's windshield."
Ash said his department must
focus attention on open container
problems because of the constant
complaints of downtown vandalism.
"People raise hell with us about
the condition of downtown after the
weekend. We spend a lot of time
down there to the point that some
areas of the city probably go
neglected," Ash said.
WILLIAM BESS, director of
Campus Safety and Security,
agreed with Ash that open containers create more problems than
most people realize.

To combat the problem. Ash said
he has met with several bar owners
and employees to try to inform
them of the issue.
"They're aware of the problem
and they're trying to control it. But
it's hard in the winter because it's
easy to sneak containers and pitchers out of bars when you're wearing heavy clothes. Some of the bar
people have been helpful in their
approach and their thinking," he
said.
Ash added that he advocated informing students when they come
for pre-registration in the summer
of the illegalities involving open
containers.
"Students need to know it's a
violation of state and city ordinances. But we don't stop many
kids for open containers that don't
know it's illegal," he said.

If you're really in love...
nothing's going to stand in your way.
"One of the best films of the year."
—Andrew So.™. VILLAGE VOICE

,x

One of the most enjoyable
movies of the year."
—Pol Col™. OOOO MOSNNG AMERICA

"Richard Dreyfuss is first rate. Amy
Irving is equally good."
— ChoHe. Chontplin. LOS ANGELES TIMES

"An out-and-out crowd pleaser
that should captivate audiences on
a grand scale. In Richard Dreyfuss
and Amy Irving it has the most
appealing of romantic teams...
the chemistry between them is
exceptional. Lee Remick is
outstanding."
—Kama* Turon, NEW WEST MAGAZINE

Higher education
pays off at Pizza Hut
Shaw M jmu staefea* LD. mt a**» ay U <*m

"Exciting, authentic, and a great
deal of fun ... an honest love
story."
—David Denby. NEW TOW MAGADNE

"Richard Dreyfuss, Amy Irving and
Lee Remick give wonderful
performances."
WABC-TV

It's that simple. Flash your student I.D. card
at your participating Pizza Hut® restaurant,
and get $2.00 off any large pizza, or $1.00
off any medium pizza any time!
See, those long hours of intense study
pay off... at Pizza Hut*.
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents
A RASTAR WILLIAM SACKHBM PRODUCTION

RICHARD DREYFUSS
AMY IRVING LEE REMICK
"THE COMPETITION"

-Hut
BOWLING GREEN: 1099 S. MAIN 352-5842

SAM WAN AMAKER Originol Musk by LALO SCWFRN
Screenplay by X»OUAr6KY and WU1AM SACKHBM

—ett—OTWl
|1 —»IIMI»

Discount applies to regular menu prices only. One discount per person, per visit. Not good in conjunction with any other
discount, coupon or special offer. Offer ends May 31.1981.

Original Sound Track Album
on MCA Records And Tapes

Story by JOB OUANSXY

Directed by KM CHJANSKY

Executive Producer HOWARD PWE
Produced by WILLIAM SACKHBM
From RASTAR QQC
*-CTtfm—imi—wc

Coming soon to selected theatres
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SUMMER JOB

AYTENTION!
MARD! GRAS BOOTHS DEADLINE
IS NOON, FEB. 18th!
Applications Available in UAO Office (3rd Floor-Union).
In Formation Meeting Feb. 19th at 7 pm in the State
Room-Union. Any Living Unit or Campus Organization
May Sponsor a Booth!

9
8

BEWARE
QF GUPIB'I
ARROW

B

At the

GttlBMEGft lEMI-FBRMAb
MTDRBAY. FEB. UT«

B

as a camp counselor for both man and
women at Storer Camp, Napoleon,
Michigan June-Aug.
Fran 372-3633
Julie 372-4483
Before Feb. 20th
Sue 372-5750
Ranch/Venture Out/Camp

B

NOW OPEN
AN ARCADE FOR
THE WHOLE FAMILY

S

B
B

'^AZ*C*WC* V*C*Z»C*

All your favorite video games,

VALENTINE

foosball, snack& beverages

SPECIAL
INSTANT! 4X5 COLOR
PORTRAIT IN A FOLDER

GOLD AND SILVER

8

2 for 10.00

B
8

THE
GALAXY

REWARD

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
352-7259
315 E. WOOSTER

128 W. Wooster, B.G
Mon.-Itwn. 11 o.m.-IOp.m., Fri. I

We pay the MOST MONEY in town
all the time for your precious metal jewlery.
—ALSO BUYING—
* Gold Filled items *
Silver Coins. Silver Dollars
and Sterlinq Silver items

t£> ffc?4k3fPQ?4l£*PQ? 4*2 ^094*2

$
APPLICATIONS
\
J NOW BEING ACCEPTED *

I

• WE MAKE THE TRIP WORTH IT! •

Tues.-Fri.

Sot Mom 12pm.. Sun. 11 o.m-7 B.B.

The Jewlcr; Bex

FOR

{PEER HEALTH ADVISORS}
eno fn.no fzr.unm

133 W. Wooster

AIO - A0
at

ENDICOTT JOHNSON
SHOES
on selected
spring & summer
woman's shoes

+

VCAD

Anyone Who Will Be A Junior
or Senior
By Fall Quarter 1981 Welcome!
CALL
THE WELL
FOR
APPLICATION
DETAILS

J
+
J

/#llS8§lk *
<^lppS™^ J

&

RAFFLE
SAT. FEB.

had better
HURRY!
At these prices,
they wont last long
YOU

M

21st

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO
835 HIGH ST.--RENTAL OFFICE

PHONE 352-9378
9:00-4:30

0ndicottjohnson
_^^ 127 S. Main

FLORIDA FLING
BEAR BLAST

t

Ph. 352-6441

Downtown BG

N.E. Commons
8:30 - ?
FLORIDA FLING TRIP DRAWING
PLUS DOOR PRIZES
(For lucky Florida fling ticket holders}
BRING YOUR STUBS!

team*

ofEM

Teddies-black, white
S M L $23.00
Bodysuitswhite, pink, nude, black
S M L $22.00

APARTMENT COMPLEXES
Haven House
Piedmont Aprts.-8th & High St.
Buckeye House-649 Sixth St.
Blrchwood Place-650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark-818 Seventh St.
Small Bldgs.-Between 6th & 7th St.

•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
2 Bedroom-Furnished
Gas Heat & Air-Conditioning
Laundry Area in Each Building
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space

SPECIAL FEATURES
• All residents have use of year round pool
with large game party room, kitchen, huge
fireplace. Ping pong, pool table, pin ball
machines.
OTHER RENTALS
• Houses, efficiencies, 1 bdrm.
• Furnished & Unfurnished

MEW:*

HMEMBER MER
FEMJMW M

em

Delight Her with an
Intimate Gift.
by Danskin

•
•
•
•
•
•

CRAZY GEORGE
IS GIVING AWAY
FREE, ONE
QUART OF COKE,

MEADOWVIEW
COURT
APARTMENTS
214 NAPOLEON RD.
Bowling Green, Ohio 352-1195

with any medium or large 2 Ham pizza.

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
AND MANAGEMENT
SPECIAL FEATURES

Paglial's Eaat already has the BEST
PIZZA VALUE In town, but with a FREE
QUART OF COKE, H'« the
BEST DEAL IN TOWN!!!

•
•
•
•

CALL

POgliIQi'S
The
Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

CAST
"Of Court 35; I 5*6 I

MCXWS
MonWed
11 am. 2.om
Thurt-Sot
MonvSom
_Suodoy
4 pm Midnight

Watch for the FREE COKE PITCHER
GIVEAWAY in The BG News

.

Redecorated
• New Drapes
Carpeting
• Gas Heat
Disposal
• Gas Range
Refrigerator
• Stainless Sink
(Landlord pays gas)

All residents have use of Party Room. Fireplace.
Pool Tables. Pin-Ball Machines. Swimming Pool.
Sauna. Laundry Facilities. Basketball Court, and Plenty o( Parking.

NOW LEASING: Efficiencies. Furnished
or Unfurnished 1 Bedroom-2 Bedroom.
Models Now Open
So Come Out and See Usl
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
352-1195
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Today / Tomorrow,
New wave succeeds at tapping fragmented audience
by Bonnl* Baughman

It's Sid Vicious of the Sex Pistols,
the Talking Heads, the Ramones and
Pretenders. It's the Police, the
Romantics and Elvis Costello. But is it
new wave or punk rock?
"In the beginning there was no difference," Dr. R. Serge Denisoff, professor of sociology, said. "The New
York Music Print (New York Times)
gave the Sex Pistols a lot of ink back
in 1978, but the group didn't do well.
"Recently Elvis Costello went
beyond just three cords, along with
The Talking Heads and Dire Straits,
and added more to the music," he
said.
It's the type of music such as the
Talking Heads, Pretenders, the Clash
and Costello that have continued
within the music market, he said.

THESE GROUPS and others have
added to record collections, jukebox
selections and the start of new wave
nights.
"Tuesdays are new wave party
nights," Jeff Hobbie, manager of Uptown said. "We play an even mixture
of music on the weekends (including
piink i, but on Tuesday from 9 to2 a.m
we spin all new wave records."
The University's station WBGU-FM
co-sponsors the new wave night and
supplies most of the new wave
records, he said.
"This new wave night has tripled
business on Tuesdays," Hobbie said
"Everyone dances and dresses in the
punk attire."
DENISOFF SAID the new
wave/punk audience is mostly bet-

everything from jazz rock to pro- three people in my last class chose
gressive rock and, as a result, you get new wave groups. The rest of the class
a fragmented audience."
chose Hendrix, The Who and many
New wave/punk music will be students from Cleveland area chose
around for a while because the music Michael Stanley.
industry has no idea what is going on,
"But a lot of bars and discos are exthey keep on grinding out this type of perimenting with new wave music to
music (new wavel. he said.
get audience reactions," Denisoff
said.
One such experiment was held at
Although a fad, Hobbie said new
wave has become more popular this the Dixie Electric Company in Perrysburg.
year.
"Last year we had a couple of new
"WE HELD a new wave night as a
wave bands (The Resistors and London Boys) and we packed the place, he test to see how the new wave style of
said. "I'm interested in having new music was taken," Micheal Titmuss,
manager of Dixie, said. "We had
wave bands again this year."
YET, ITS still the old-time rock-n- enough people to account for a normal
night, but I don't think new wave is as
roll groups that are most popular.
"In my popular music class I asked popular here as it is in the East Coast
"IT'S JUST that everything has students what their three favorite area.
"A majority of the people didn't like
been done," Denisoff said. "That is groups were," Denisoff said. "Only

ween the ages of 16 and 20. The whole
rock music market has a spread of
ages between 9 and 30.
"New wave has not really invaded
the campuses. It is geared toward the
high-school age group," he said.
"Five to 10 years ago the large music
audience was in its teens. Most of
them are now in their 20's and not into
new wave/punk rock music."
The 21-and-over age group listens
mostly to Bruce Springsteen, Bob
Seger and Fleetwood Mac, Denisoff
said. This music has a taste of the 60's
and is much more exciting.
"People over 21 are musically
sophisticated enough to have heard
new wave done with more class," he
said.

the music, and some even left. The
ones that danced and seemed to enjoy
the music were the ones that dressed
the part," Titmuss said. "I tend to
think that new wave is just a fad."
Perhaps new wave/punk rock is just
a fad. A Bowling Green record store,
the Source, catagorizes all new wave
albums under the heading
"miscellaneous," if not by the group's
name. And no new wave group has
been on the top 10 charts for more
than a few weeks.
"If a record is on the charts for one
of two weeks then drops off. it's not
terribly impressive." Denisoff said.
"IT'S LOUD and unsophisticated
both musically and lyrically," he said.
"One of my friends, who was a former
popular music student of mine, said
that new wave is anything that's
new."

MichaG. Stanley: There's no trouble in this 'heartland' as single hits chart
by Paul Fischer

Disciplined by Michael Stanley's taste for
craftily structured tunes, sophisticated
lyrics and a full band, MSB creates impressive American mainstream music. The
songs draw on classic influences from Bo
Diddley to Mitch Ryder and current ones
like The Police. MSB taps some of the
strongest well-springs of popular taste in
contemporary music. Here's a loving look
at Ohio's famous secret.
The Michael Stanley Band has never
strayed far from love songs, and their
secret charm is that they handle touchy
subjects like romance in today's times with
impeccable insight and taste. In days of
yore Jonah Koslen's songwriting offered a

The secret's out. The USA has discovered
MSB- Cleveland's Michael Stanley Band.
The group's single "He Can't Love You"
has been in Billboard magazine's Hot 100
since late November, and the album is
"bubbling under" the Hot 100. This week,
the album climbed to 106 from 116, but the
single dropped from 33 to 51 nationwide.
While Chicago's WLS just "added" the song
to their playlist two weeks ago with positive
reaction, the somewhat more experienced
FM listeners are beginning to realize that
there's more to this band than commercial
acceptability.

calming, tempering force as a complement
to the outgoing personality Michael Stanley
expresses in his songs. Jonah's tunes and
guitar playing were missed for a while, but
the addition of Gary Markasky filled part of
this void nicely. On Heartland, second
songwriter/vocalist/keyboardist Kevin
Raleigh has fully matured in his role.
When talking about post-60's male-female
relationships in realistic terms, MSB takes
what takes Springsteen is doing for city
folks to the suburbs and beyond, better than
Billy Joel ever has. They use fairly standard (classic) song forms. There are cars,
and night, and radios in these tunes - but

Give the gift of music

SEND YOUR VALENTINE
A "HEART SHAPED"
PIZZA!!
You can order any size
pizza in heart shape

...to your Sweetheart
on Valentine's Day!

along wuh a message
AT NO EXTRA COST

Stop in one ol our stores & pick
out your gift of music & we'll
^deliver on February 14, Valen^
tine's Day!

203 N. MAIN
FAST FREE DELIVERY 352-5166

THE MICHAEL Stanley Band presents
an experienced world view that is proving
attractive to young men and women of a
widening range of ages (check out their
concert crowds). The meeting ground of
this charm, their Cleveland-New York
business orientation and their midwestern
rock 'n' roll heritage yields the expression
of some rather telling ideas in song. MSB
sounds more intelligent than bands like

THE SOURCE
for the Most Unique

A GREAT
LITTLE NUMBER
352-5276

VALENTINE'S DAY
CARD AND GIFT IDEAS!

FOR ALL YOUR
TRAVEL NEEDS!

<

5 78 E. WOOSTER ■ BY DINOS
Mon-Sat 10-8 Closed Sunday
Phone 352-7444

128 N. Main/Downtown or
1432 £. Wooster/Campus

for almost everything...of course!

$Ml&

Keep informed-Read the BG News

Valentine and Presidents
Day Sale

50% OFF
Discontinued Latch Hook Patterns
Miscellaneous Macrame Cords
Silk Flower Kits
Mosaic Kits
Selected Stitchery
Feb 13th thru 16th

CUSTOM IMPRINTED
SPORTSWEAR
LOW PRICES AND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
EAST COURT
SPORTSWEAR

Ai, -<

117E. Court St.
352-1097

109 S.

MM

352-3148

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

Styx. REO and Kansas from farther west.
Their insights also are sharper than Devo's
shallow I.A chic.
Michael Stanley is a seasoned professional, and he and his managers wisely involved Clarence Clemons - saxaphonist
from the red-hot E Street Band- on
Heartland. Stanley has used famous guest
players like Joe Walsh, David Sanborn and
Seth Justman (of J. Geils) on earlier
albums with great style. Michael Stanley
hasn't worked to keep this band together to
be a one hit, flash-in-the-pan. Heartland's
strength should keep MSB alive on the radio
long enough that they shouldn't be forced to
record again soon.

they're not dark and grimy. Surroundings
described in MSB tunes are clean and free.
The lyrics operate on a far more sensitive
level than "Wang Dang Sweet Poontang"
or "Ramrod."

APPLICATIONS
NOW BEING
ACCEPTED FOR:
Editor. The BG News
Business Manager, The BG News
Editor, The Key
Sales Manager, The Key
Applications Due By Noon Fri.,Feb27
106 University Hall
Director of Student Publications

Mon.-Fn. 8:30-5:00
Saturday 8:30-12:30
THE WOOD COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB
414 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

.*#♦*♦***#*************♦****
INTERESTECJ IN

iN

STiidyiNq

JAPAN OR KOREA?

Asian Studies Program is
searching for one or two students
to study at Nanzan University in
Japan or Yonsei University in Korea,
beginning September 1981.
If selected, you will be awarded a
tuition-free scholarship.

+

*
*

+

*
*

+
*

+

All credits earned may be counted
*
toward graduation from BGSU.
Language proficiency is not required.
«
Contact Dr. Edward Chen,
+
108 Williams Hall (372-2196)
*
before March 1.
*
-**************************-*1

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

THE
RAINMAKER
by R. Richard Nash

Joe E. Brown Theatre
BGSU
Feb. 12, 13 & 14 8 p.m.
Admission 50' at the door
No advance ticket sales

*
*
*
*
*

Valentines Day lards
Creative excellence is an American tradition.

Dorsey's Drugs
500 E. Wooster By the Tracks 352-1693
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These Are More Than
Just "Jobs."
4.

5.

6.

QUALIFIC [ions: MIS
PAY RATE: $744.00-960.00/month
START PATE: Open

EMPLOYER:Machine & Tool
Corporation
POSITION: Accounting Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Accounting/Finance majors
PAY RATE: $744.00-980.00/month
START PATE: Open

EMPLOYER: Machine & Tool
Corporation
POSITION: Engineer Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Engineering
majors
PAY RATE: $744.00-960.00/month
START DATE: Open

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan
parks system
POSITION: Public Information Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Strong writing
skills, some photography ability
PAYRATE: $536.00-576.00/monlh
START DATE: Spring Quarter

12.

1.
EMPLOYER: Residential Home
for mentally retarded adults
ITION: Residential Assistant
TIONS: Education ma|ors preferred
PAY BATE: $616.00-699.20/month
START PATE: ASAP

EMPLOYER: Machine & Tool
lorporation
POSITION: Technical Writer Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Technical
Writing/Journalism majors
PAY RATE: $744.00-960.00/month
START DATE: Open

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan
pa'ks system
POSITION: Graphic Design Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior In
graphic design, proficient with
graphic arts tools
PAY BATE: $536.00-576.007month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan
parks system
POSITION: Stable Assistant Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or
Senior with emphasis In biology
PAY RATE: S536.00-576.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan
parks system
POSITION: Wildlife Management
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or
Senior In biology or related field
PAY RATE: $536.00-576.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Metropolitan
parks system
POSITION: Photographer
QUALIFICATIONS: Photojournalistic skills and strong writing
ability
PAYRATE: $536.00-576.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER:
Metropolitan parks system
POSITION: Interpretive Naturalist
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Coursework In
Geology, Botany, Zoology,
Natural Resources
PAY RATE: $536.00-576.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

1S

14.

15.

16.

EMPLOYEB: Security and Investigations Agency
POSITION: Plant Protection Cc-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors or
Seniors In a training program involving security.
PAY BATE: WOO.OO/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Major Banking
Equipment Manufacturer
POSITION: Computer Science Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Juniors or
Seniors with several computer
programming courses
PAY RATE: $1041 60/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Major Banking
Equipment Manufacturer
POSITION: Production & Inventory
Control Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Late juniors or
early seniors, sophomores considered
PAY RATE: $1041.60/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Office Supplies
Company
POSITION: Interior Design Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Interior Design
background
PAY RATE: $560.00/month
START DATE: ASAP

19. FILLED

20. FILLED

21.

EMPLOYER: Major
Toledo area Company
POSITION: Student Trainee
QUALIFICATIONS: Accounting
Students, late Juniors or early
Seniors
PAY RATE: $850-935.007month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Market
Research Company
POSITION: Market Research Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: June, August,
or Dec. '81 grad with Computer
background
PAYRATE: $640.00/month
START DATE: ASAP

25.
EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Engineering and Industrial Hygiene Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Chemistry or
biology major
PAY RATE: $814.00-914.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

31. FILLED
EMPLOYER: Health
Agency
ilTlON: Environmental Health
COK>p
QUALIFICATIONS: Environmental
Studies Major
PAY RATE: None
START DATE: Winter Quarter

26.

EMPLOYER: Machine & Tool
Corporation
POSITION: Systems Analyst Co-

27.

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Computer
Science/Mathematician Trainee
QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of
math and FORTRAN programming, ability to analyze computer
print-outs
PAY RATE: $905-1020.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

32.

37. POSITION PENDING

38. POSITION PENDING

EMPLOYER: Office Supply Company
SITION SalesRepresentative
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Mature, Personable Individual with
knowledge of office machines
PAY BATE: $536.00/month

EMPLOYER: Local Banking Firm
POSITION: Credit Dept. Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or
senior able to analyze financial
statements
PAY RATE: $625.00/month
STABT
I
BTDATE:!
; Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Market Research
Company
POSITION: Technical Writer Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: English or Tec.
Writing major, computer science
experience. Junior or Senior, 2.75
GPA or above
PAY RATE: $640.00/month
START PATE: ASAP

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Mathematician Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Math majors
interested in programming computers for research, calculating
satellite orbits and developing
weather models.
PAY RATE: $905.00-1020.00/month
START PATE; Spring Quarter

34.

EMPLOYER: Plastic Components Corporation
POSITION: Field Sales Engineer
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Late junior or
early senior interested in industrial sales
PAY RATE: $928.00/month plus
expenses
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Local Banking
"Firm
POSITION: Credit Dept. Co-op
senior able to analyze financial
statements
PAY RATE: $625.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Physics Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Physics majors Interested in environmental
satellite data collection and
analysis
PAY RATE: $905.00-1020.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Nursing Home
POSITION: Nursing Aids
QUALIFICATIONS: Interest and
concern for older patients
PAY RATE: $520.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

18.

EMPLOYER: Area YMCA
POSITION: Recreation Activities
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore
and Junior Recreation Majors
with an interest in Arts and
Drama, Physical Fitness and Exercise
PAY RATE: $300.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

23.

28.

33.

EMPLOYER Plastic Components Manufacturer
POSITION: Field Sales Engineer
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Late junior or
early senior with background in
business admln.
PAY RATE: $928.00/month plus
expenses
START DATE: Summer Quarter

IT

2?

EMPLOYER: Market Research
Compnay
POSITION: Market Research Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: August or Dec.
'81 grad, Computer background,
one course in STAT and one
Market Research course
PAY RATE: $640.00/month
START DATE: Summer Quarter

F;:.IED

EMPLOYER: Large area Photo
Firm
POSITION: Employee & Communi
ty Relations Assignment
QUALIFICATIONS: Junior or
Senior in Industrial Relations,
Communications or Journalism
PAY RATE: $1097.60/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

24.

EMPLOYER: Large Industrial
Manufacturing Company
POSITION: Application Programming (Computer Science)
QUALIFICATIONS: Sophomore or
Junior, good academic record
PAY RATE: S888.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

29.

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Computer Science CoQUALIFICATIQNS: Computer
Science majors
PAY RATE: $814.00-914.00/month
START DATE: Spring Quarter

30.

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
PQSITQN: Cartographer Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Cartography
background; interest in chart
making, including navigational,
aeronautical and radial frequency
charts
PAY RATE: $9O5.0O-1020.00/month
START PATE; Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Federal Agency
POSITION: Meteorology Student
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Background In
Meteorology or Climatology and
Computer Programming
PAY RATE: $905.00-1020.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

35. FILLED

36. FILLED

EMPLOYER: Publishing Corporation
POSITION: Publications Design
Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Ability in
publication design and artwork
PAYRATE: Negotiable
START PATE: ASAP

EMPLOYER: Family
Restaurant Chain
POSITION: Manager Trainee Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Institutional
Food Service and Restaurant
Management majors only
PAY RATE: $1095.00/month
START PATE: Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Family
Restaurant Chain
POSITION: Manager Trainee Coop
QUALIFICATIONS: Institutional
Food Service and Restaurant
Management majors only
PAY RATE: $1095.00/month
START PATE: Summer Quarter

40. POSITION PENDING

41.

42.

EMPLOYER: Manufacturing Firm
POSITION: Mechanical or Electrical Engineer Co-op
QUALIFICATIONS: Student In
mechanical/electrical engineering
or engineering technology
PAY RATE: Negotiable
START PATE Spring Quarter

EMPLOYER: Educational Institution
PQSITQN: Adjunct Instructor
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate Stu
dent in Interpersonal & Public
Communication
PAY RATE: $442.00/month
START DATE: Autumn Quarter

EMPLOYER: Educational Institution
POSITION: Off-campus
Philosophy Instructor In Adult
Education
QUALIFICATIONS: Graduate level
preparation and experiential
perspective In Philosophy
RATE: $750.00/month
i; Spring Quarter

START PATE; ASAP

These jobs will give you more than just money. They'll give you some good, solid old-fashioned, hands-on
practical experience In a position that's related to your academic program or career Interests. They'll
enhance your long-term job opportunities by giving you the kind of experience that will Increase your value
at a potential employee. They may even afford you an opportunity to cam some academic credit for your offcampus work, subject to departmental approval. And they'll help you earn some money, too. These jobs
aren't Internships. They'll require a little more of your time. But they'll give you a lot more In return.
Think about It. Take a look at the many cooperative education positions still available for Spring or Summer Quarter. If any of them Interest you, and you think you may have the right qualifications, then call or atop
by the Cooperative Education Office now to schedule an interview.
Cooperative Education. It could be one of the smartest moves you'll ever make.

AVAILABLE CO-OP POSITIONS
ROOM 222 ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

372-2451
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WINTHROP Apts.

MflOiUW PlAM SHOPP'NOCfNtfH

JUST THE TICKET
FOR WEEKEND FUN!

North & South
Summit Terrace

OUt FRIDAY-SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT MOVIE)

NOW LEASING FOR FALL
FURNISHED &
UNFURNISHED
POOL
LAUNDRAMATS
AIR CONDITIONING
GAS HEAT
SUMMER RATES
Office Hours
M-F 9-5
Sat Feb 7th 10-3
Sat Feb 14th 1-3
Office - 400 Napoleon Rd
352-9135

M 4 41 TALENT
SI4 I I
FEATURING:

D4Yi§P€ON II SMI I4IIH
I IS 4 1SI SI I Ml 111

SaTMDsV «ND SUND»Y
UKUn MUTIittSI!
SI»TS

.
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r_ •ITOIW»T-

m,

2ND BIO WEEK!
EVENINGS AT 7:30 * 9:20
SATURDAY AT 7:30 A 9:20
SUNDAY AT
2:-3:50-7:30-8:20

GENE WILDER
RICHARD PRYOR

TONIGHT

ADMISSION $1.00

8-11 P.M.

SIDE DOOR, UNION

SUMMER JOBS
CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK, Sandusky, Ohio, w
campus interviews for summer employment:

hold on-

Dates: Wednesday, February 18 Thursday, February 19
Time: 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Place: Ohio Suite
Over 3,400 positions available for a wide variety of jobs,
dormitory or apartment style housing available. Contact the
Office of Student Employment for information and appointment.
Spend a summer in one of the finest resorts in the North.

lOFF
When you buy any
■ 2 eight inch subs
(with coupon)
expires 2-15-81

CDHOTNTINC

BRING YOUR *
SWEET-t^TO J
SUB ME QUICK $
For our Valentines Day
weekend special
Delivery Starts 4:30 PM
352-4663
Eat in, Carry-out, or Delivery

CEDAR POINT. INC . SANDUSKY. OHIO. 44670 419-626-0830

^¥¥****¥******¥¥********¥*****

Together Ag4in in.

STIR
(
HUT MniMMMin

iiiHuimii

All SIATJ AHTTIMt

Wrap Up
Valentine's Day

PHI MU SENDS THEIR
LOVE TO
ALL THEIR MEN

I

(C LA? ZEL)
HELD OVER!!
EVENINGS AT 7:30 A 9:20
SATURDAY AT 2:7:30 A 9:20
SUNDAY AT
2: 3:50-7:30-»:20

Cod

HAVES A HAPPY
TIME WIT
MEAN OLIVE!

A loving Valentine card, a thoughtful gift
wrapped in pretty Hallmark gift wrap. We
make it easy to say "Happy Valentine's
Day"—and Hallmark makes it beautiful.
J? 1980 Hallmark Cards. Inc

R06INWILUAMS

SHOP DOWNTOWN B.Q.

S MITH S
ftftft

4c^-^yL S'W
168 170 S. MAIN
Bowling Qrwn, O
Open 10 to 5:30 dally

'When you care enough --It's SMITHS"

A. Q. Clevelander
Scott R.
Fryaman
3rd Floor 0.
Anllcl
Luv Handlaa
Arkaniaa Ron
Jaft Rouah

Hay
Markua
Bullat Brad
LH' Bro
Crlppla Clint
N.B.A.
FIJI Tom
, 202 K E House

Count
Our Dalt Buddlai
"Daylona Dad"
Coach Slmpaon A Aas'l Laa
Rah
Cato
Rick C. Qrlma
Fallx Davay
Sweethaart Scott

Utah
Ron
Kan
Billy
Msggi
Jim • Tha Qhatto
Aaml
Pllota Pracloua A Song
Brown's Fan KM.
Johnnie Wabar
Mlka (Fru)
Roaa
Jim
Michaal

and

Especially

■MM

Wayna
Chris Baaudry
Scott
TORT
Tarry
Papa Nama
Farmboy
Hop-along Fortrain
Nothing
Qimpar Draw
Andy
Randy (O'Rana) Bogaa Bill
Billy B.
Tom
Swaat Draw
Bran Bran
BoBo
Bryon
Rack
"Waavaa"
My Son
Cincinnati Jon
B.E.T.A. Rick
Kevin, Chaa, A Tha Boys

WAS.
KSUTom
Andy Bill
"Johnny Q."
David
Prappy Trip
Lakewood Bob
Baaba
Ann Arbor Kris
Our

Houseboy

T
?
?
J
J
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Classifieds.
LOST 4 FOUND
If anyone found • dark rod down
ski jKket ef Uptown nit Frl.
PIHH rtlurn II to tht Phi Mu
homo. No outnlorn askea.
Found Logic Book
(Fecione/Scherer)
Call Kirk J60M
Found ring from after hours par
ty on Sat. 7; E. Marry 4 Summit
Gold band wittt green stone. Call
in am. ask for Holly.
Found 1 brn. leather cigarette
caaa with cigarettes, lighter &
key chain. Call 352 78J8 to
describe 4 recover.
Found set of keys at Woeaear &
Thurjtln Tu«. Call 372 3*45*. ask
for Doug.

■IfJCS
Ride needed to & from Cleveland
tor valentine Weekend. Will help
pay for gas a. more Call ERICH
2-«W4.
SERVICES OFFeOED
Typing on IBM Electronic 50.
S.eOdbl. sp. pg.
Nancy 352 0o0».
Emotional and/or material
pregnancy aid can be yours If you
need It. Contact EMPA 353 1488
or 353 7041. Any Info given con
fldentlal.
MUSIC Do you need a sound
system to turn your gathering Into a party? Wide selection of
music, 375 watt stereo, ex
parienced operator a. reasonable
rates. Call Matty W7I174.

Gamma Phi Pledges With
LOYALTY In Gamma Phi. we
can all grow In love a. sisterhood.
All of us are looking forward to
your special dayl Love, Your Ac
live Sisters,
JAY BURLINGAME: Congratulations on being accepted to
Flight School. Your Slg Ep
SfrOJIstf*.
"AD" same experience!
The BOSU Advertising Club
Is now accepting nominations
tor officer positions tor II-81
OtKmmtut nseiaaea: ease?,.
■vying Gold A Sliver
Paying Highest Prices
Jewelry Box. 133 W. Woosler

Personaliied red satin heart
shaped pillows. 3 sizes available.
Also Valentine Monkey Sock
Dolls. 669 3t7? (local).
Panhal
Exec. & Cabinet
Members: The Brothers of
Sigma Phi Epsiion wish you the
best of luck in your upcoming
term.
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR
EAST COURT. 117 E. Court.
352-1*97.
Is

PERSONALS

CASH PAID FOR GOLD CLASS
RINGS. Check other prices, then
call 352 4175 for the highest gold
prices offered. Ask for Steve.

FLORIDA FLINO IS COMING!
FLORIOA FLINO IS COMINGI
FLORIDA FLING IS COMINGI

Florida Fling Florida Fling
Florida Fling Florida Fling
Florida Fling Florida Fling

l5il9a^jr^''

ready to find out tonight at the
TKE TKB warm upl
AMANY'S RESTAURANT
Featuring authentic Mid-Eastern
food. 1M |. Main In the mini
mall. 35? 5003 dining room &
carry out.
^__
Available In BG tor Valentine's
Dayl
A
BOUQUET
OF
BALLOONS
&
HEARTS
delivered to someone special.
BALLOON PEOPLE 1 472-2S95.

Live Music Live Music Upstairs
at The Longbranch-Thur. thru
Saturday-Doors open at 9:00
p.m. Come early for a good seat.
Quality entertainment in BG's
finest Night Clutol

PSST...OG Anchor Splash
coming soon, pass it on...

Who are those wild women? The
men of Tau Kappa Epsiion are

Beamin' Babes-Hope all 28of you
special pledges are LEARNING
that Gamma Phi has an
everlasting sisterhood.
Congratulations to Sharon Karras & Cathy Bockhorst for being
chosen as 1981 Orientation
Leaders. Love, the Alpha Phi's.
DONUTS DELIVERED? SUREI
•Y THE GETAWAY. Delivery
from 7:30 a.m.-18 a.m. Mon.-Fri.,
8:30a.m.-II a.m. Sal., ?p.m.-l:88
a.m. iun.-Thur. Call 352-4162.
CROMBIE-I hope your Saturday
Is filled with happiness & love.
Happy Valentine's Day to the
best big brother. Love. Lll' Car
rl*.
ATTENTION: All Campus
Organizations,
Fraternity
Management Association offers
a 10H discount on all sweatshirts,
T shirts, party favors etc. We
take care of all of the ordering
while you save money. If you
don't already have a Fraternity
Sportswear Catalog, call now
372 2698 or 372 1309.

Customized T Shirts, lersays &
sportswear. Group rates for data
parties, dorms, fraternity A
•nrority. Low cost Fast delivery.
Call Tim 353 2769.
GOLDENHEART ACTIVES.
CONGRATULATIONS ON A
SUPER JOBI WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU FOR GOING AC
TIVEI YOU'VE MEANT A LOT
TO BOTH OF US THIS YEAR.
LOVE, NADINE A BBCKY.
It only takes a smile to get a
friendship going & in our house
the sisterhood Is growing. Love,
Chi Omega Pledget.
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMINOI
FLORIDA FLINO IS COMINOI
FLORIOA FLINO IS COMINOI
CAN'T MAKE IT SOUTH OVER
SPRING BREAK? We have a
program to fit your budget. The
Tanning
Center
at Hair
Unlimited, 143 W. Wooster
353 3281.
ROB HEIMAN. ROSES ARE
RED. VIOLETS ARE BLUE.
DIDN'T WANT TO FORGET TO
WISH A HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY TO YOUI LOVE. YOUR
SIGEP LIL' BECKY.
Happy Birthday Hawk Hope It's
a good one! Love, Mary Arm &

Cindy.
Hearts
Hearts
Hearts
Hearts

On
On
On
On

Fire
Fire
Fire
Fire

mmmm

Wallers. L.I.F.E. was a success
thanks to youl Our booth was the
most "WELL." Thanks for your
help & support. Happy valen
tine's Day. Joanle.
THE RAINMAKER J.E.B.
THE RAINMAKER J.E.B.
THE RAINMAKER J.E.B.

Lourl. congrats on going active.
A welcome to my Slg Ep family!
Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie!
Love. Your New Big Becky.
Sue Perry: Congratulations on
receiving the position of Executive Director of Mist B.G.S.U.
Love. Your Gamma Phi Sisters.

Mary Jo. A truer friendship
there'll never be because I found
you Si you chose me. Love.
"Little" Jackl.
Beaming Babes. We have LOVE
In our sisterhood & through
LABOR we grow. Hope this week
is an inspiration to all of you.
Love. Your Active Slater*.

Ron. Congratulations on going
active! Get ready for great times
ahead! You're a fantastic blgl
Your Bela Little. Love, Holly.
Bones, Happy Valentine's Dayl
Never thought we'd make the
wanted list. SH.
Florida Fling Florida Fling
Florida Fling-Florida Fling
Florida Fling Florida Fling

Carol-Happy 20th! Have a good
ytur, since I won't see you after
October (not very much, at
least!) Derlene

WANTED
Student for 81-12 sen. yr. to livein. Room A board in exchange for
light housework A babysitting.
3541024 alter 7 p.m.
3 girls need rmte. to share expenses in apt. very close to campus. Avail, now A or Spr. Qtr.
352 5014.
F. rmte. Immed. Nice house.
Near campus. Own room. Call
Cindy after 5. 352 6309.
F. rmte. tor Spr. Qtr. Close to
campus. Call 352-1*05.
I F. to sublet apt. Close to campus. Avail, immed. Call after 6
p.m. 352 2454
F. rmte. start. Spt. Qtr. 1127.50
mo. A elec Close to campus. Call

Apt. or room for M. Spr. Qtr.
Location Isn't Importont-LOW
rent Isl 372 4957.

Photographic models (female,
over IS): S10 per hr. Mall recant
photo and short resume to Photo
Technics, Inc. P.O. Box 723.
Main Post Office, 435 S. St. Clelr,
Toledo, Ohio 43695.
F. rmte. Spr. Sum. Close to campus, turn, house. 8110 mo. utll. includ. Call after 5. 352-1754.
1 F. for Spr. Qtr. 81. Piedmont
Apts. 893.75 mo. Call 3526*34
after 6 p.m.
1 or 2 F. rmtes. for Spr. Qtr. of
1981. LOW rent. Call 352 2486.
Rmte. for Spr. A/or Sum. 8250
qtr. own bdrm. A bath, plus utll.
behind OH. Twrs. Rick 352-7147.
MATURE rmte. (M or F) for
81 82, own bdrm. 200 blk. on S.
College. $145 incl. utll. Rick
352 7347

Experienced grill cook weekend
hrs. only. Apply in person Corner
Kitchen. 183 S. Main.
East Court Sportswear. Apply at
117 E Court St. btwn. 10 12. 26to
2 12. Closed Sat. 1 Sun.

2 F. rmtes. for 81 82 sch. yr. 890
mo. utll. pd. Call Kim or Alicia
352 8834.

Donna Catalan, congrats on
making orientation leader
"GOOD JOB"! Happy V-Day!
Love, Becky.

I F. rmte. needed for 81 82 sch.
yr. Call 352 2291.

Senior Nursing students. Pt. time
afternoons or nights. Apply Wood
County Nursing Home. 1 3538411.

1 M. rmte. needed Spr. Qtr. Own
bdrm. Price negotiable. Ph.
352-6920.

FOII SALE

Roommate for Spr. Qtr. S280 plus
utll. 352-0522.

Sound Design stereo turntable
w/8 track AAVFM radio. 2 nice
speakers. S2OO00. 372-1476.

Alpha Gam Pledges: To the Yannon house we snuck awayanother pearl t, fun the same
day! Thanx for taking me along!
Sorry this Is late! Love Ya, Slabs.

I F rmte now and/or Spr Quiet
bios. (112.50 mo Gas paid. Pool.
Call 352 4528 or 865 1835.
1 F. to sblet. apt. on 6th St. Spr.
Qtr. 215 E. Poe Rd. 3520012.

Apt. subls. Spr.-Sum. 1 lg. bdrm.
8220 A elec. gas heat. 830 4th Apt
4. 352 5454.
Large 2 bdrm. apt. for subls. now
thru June 15.392-9376 ask for Lin
da.
THURSTIN MANOR* APT. AC.
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE
TV. EFFICIENCIES. LAUNDRY FACILITIES. NOW LEAS
ING FOR SUMMER & FALL. 451
THURSTIN AVE. 357 5435.
Subls. Immed. efflc. apt. 5135 mo.
Includ. utll. Greenbrlar N. Apt*.
Call 352-1652.
Houses & Apts. 19*1-82 school,
year. Call Newlove Realty.

352-5163.
HELP WANTED

Phi Psi's a, Lambda Chl's-The
Chi O's are psyched to warm up
this cold BG Winter. The Chi O's.

See that basket, see that rim. The
UNDEFEATED GAMMA PHI'S
will do it again! we are behind
you all of the way. Love, your
ahtfers.

Now leasing for Summer & Fall
2 bdrms. turn, with air. 525 N.
Enterprise 352 6040 after 5 p.m.

FOR RENT
Lg. 2 bdrm. house for subls. now.
8106 mo free utll! Call 352 5792 or
354 1373.

CAMPUS MANOR. Now renting
for Summer. Special Rates. Ph.
152*302 or 352 7365 eve*.
303 S. Prospect. 4 bdrm. house
start. 6 1681. I yr. lease. Call
John Newlove Real Estate
352 6553

Subls. 1 bdrm. apt. tor Spr. Qlr.
8215 mo. utll. Close to campus.
Ann or Dabble 152-4261.
Room for M. Sr./grad student.
Dbl. room. Close to Univ. Kit
chen. Prvt. entrance. Spr. Qtr.
352 8043.

AyF HOLLAR OFF SALE! BUY ANY LP OR TAPE IN STOCK AND GET
Wl?J.fc B^WfcBfc.»2Tm.rm W W T ***m ■* ■» •

,

Quiet, sound controlled turn.'
studios with built In bookcases,
attic storage & short term lease*
avail. Grad students only. Call<
now 352 7691.

*feS;<*

ONE DOLLAR OFF THE NEXT REGULARLY PRICED LP OR TAPE

d^pf

^•••••••••••••••^^

.ew.

LOCATED AT
115 EAST COURT
CALL 352-8707

HAPPY HOURS
EVERY NIGHT
l-KUM 7-9 p.m.
FROM

**4

^••••••••••••••••^

yadfa*

BG RACQUET CLUB

The News
in the morning
keeps you
informed

-~

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE

UNLIMITED TENNIS

throughout
the day.

$40.°°/ MONTH
1111 HASKINS ROAD

352-3641

Burlington introduces new
everyday low prices on
srlected prescription eyeweor
xor the entire tamily . . .
SINGH VISION

Eyeglasses $
65 mm gloss

Bi-Focols

lenses + 4or
— 4 diopters

•49"

mnmnk i

frames tease

TIAB GHUANTII

MIMGTO* ... . mi •»» <— *».

IK Of 0 is

,-<'»..»«..■.•>. pMlMr<«llMHH

MtPKIAUlIM

Contact '

m

t^tm*

* W* a/80 hav

Lenses 2 EuK" >QJJ™

MIRACON SOFT LENSES *
FOR ASTIGMATISM
, mo, mm t m. Meej «• i ui 11
Eyes examined by

Biirlinqton
Optical

Of. Robert E. Klein. 0.0
1 Associates Optometrists
M. lit 1111

STADIUM PLAZA
"'

*-■>.. in—

HOCKEY SHOWDOWN
BG VS. OHIO STATE
FRI.-SAT. FEB. 13-14 7:30 p.m. FJGSU ICE ARENA
WrttT A WEEXEH!

iBHi»*i

1

■%

re'iT

.2 k. lc#ii_ii
^BBBBBBBBST

IJttleKings
Ift too goodfobe beer!
Schoenfcng Brewing Compony Ci*K,nnoi, Ohio

T^^

£**v^^

OSU IS M 2MD PIAOE
i THE CCHA BUT THE
FALC0KS AK GAKK
MRHT1N FBI THE
PLAYOFFS THE BUCKS
ARE BG'S OLDEST HOCKEY
RIVAL WITH BG tarn
k 35-19 ADVANTAGE.
HEP THE KfJS ADD TWO
MORE TO THE WM COLUMH
TICKETS AVAILABLE DAIY AT IK
IOWMAI HALL TKKET OFFICE.
ADULTS-J3.ll

STWorrs—$2.08
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Sports.
Falcons get revenge,
blast Bobcats, 79-45
by Pal Kennedy
suit r*port*r

In January, a young, hungry and
winless Ohio University hosted Bowling Green and came away with a 78-63
victory.
Last night it was BG's turn to be the
bad host.
The Falcons, who have not had
many "laughers" of late, held the
Bobcats scoreless for almost 11
minutes in the first half, built up a
33-12 halftime lead, forced numerous
turnovers and outmanned OU on the
boards to score a 79-45 victory in the
tight Mid-American Conference race.
From the opening whistle, it didn't
appear that the game would be easy.
Ohio led 5-2 at 18:51 when Tim Woodson connected on a three-point play.
Over two minutes later, at the 16:22
mark, Kirk Lehman hit a 20-foot
jumper to pull the Bobcats to within
one, 8-7, but OU went cold and Bowling Green warmed up.
Joe Faine began the BG streak with
a layup at 15:32 and when Colin Irish,
the game's leading scorer and rebounder with 22 and 15, respectively,
hit another layup at 6:07, the Falcons
had a 22-7 lead. Nate Cole ended the
drought with a layup at 5:35, but Bowling Green controlled a 33-12 lead at the
half.
The second half was a continuation
of the first as Irish's five-foot jumper
at 16:05 built the BG lead to 51-17 and
David Jenkins' layup at 4:08 gave the
Falcons their biggest lead of the evening, 73-34. The Bobcats chipped the
lead down to 30, 75-45, at 1:08 when
Sean Carlson, OU's leading scorer
with 11 points, hit a layup, but, mercifully, time ran out and BG had raised its record to 6-5,11-10.
Ohio coach Danny Nee, whose team
dropped to 4-7, 5-16, said revenge for
the earlier loss was one of the factors
in^he Falcon's victory.
."I think that (revenge) helps," he

said. "They (BG) were ready to play,
they wanted it and they had the
psychological advantage of playing at
home. I think BG is a lot better team
than we saw play in Athens. They
were a lot smoother tonight and they
had better rhythm.
"The OU program is on solid
ground. We're very competitive with
young players and we're progressing.
We're going to have nights like this.
We just have to go home and
regroup."
The defeat in Athens was also on the
Falcon players' minds, too, according
to Irish.
"Last time we took them lightly and
tonight we realized we had to play,"
he said. "Everyone has been telling
me to keep my bead up and things
have been coming around in the last
few games. I still think we can play
better and we've still got a shot for the
championship and the NCAA. We've
got to keep going for it"
In other games in the MAC last
night, Western Michigan kept its first
place position with a 6948 win at
Eastern Michigan; Toledo nipped
Miami, 7049; and Kent State had its
second upset in as many games with a
7447 victory over visitng Ball State.
Western upped its conference
record to 8-3 with the win, while
Eastern dropped to 6-5. UT improved
its mark to 7-4 with the win. Miai fell
to 54. Kent won its third conference
game in 11 tries, while BaU State fell
to 64.
BG goes on the road Saturday to
take on Central Michigan in Mount
Pleasant.
Ohio (45)
Woodson 3 17. Zalenka Oil, Coll
4 08, Lehman 1-1-3, Hilton02 2, Devereaux4-0-8,
iso'ioo 10-2, Carlson 5-1-11, Towns 1-1-3, Totals:

stall photo by Dale Omori
BG sophomore guard David Qreer (10) brings the ball upcourt against
OU'a Eric Hlnton In last night's game in Anderson Arena. The Falcons

Women cagers fall to 10-12

Second-half spurt powers Detroit over BG
by Christopher Shark
assistant sports editor

19-7 45.

Bowling Green (79)
J. Faine 9321, Irish
10272, Flowers 43 11, Newbarn 4311, Greer
14 2, SnureldsO-2 2. Jenkins 10 2. Mlday 2 0-4. B.
Faine 02 2, AbenDroth 1 02. Totals: 32-15-79.

Somebody awoke the University of
Detroit's slumbering giant in the second half of last night's women's
basketball game with Bowling Green

Sports briefs.
Bowling Green's women's skiing
team won the Ohio State championship last weekend at Boston Mills Ski
Resort.
Janet Slade finished first and
Monika Berberich placed third
overall. Also skiing for the Falcons
were Tamra Fisher, Harriet Harchovorski and Joni Longshaw.
BG travels to Cliff Ridge, Mich.,
this weekend for the national
qualifiers.

The previous weekend, BG won the
Kroyle Cup by placing first in regional
competition at Boston Mills. Slade
finished third in slalom and first in
giant slalom.
Bowling Green's racquetball club
defeated Ohio State, 654469, last
weekend.
Seventeen matches representing
advanced, intermediate and beginner
levels were played.

won the Mid-American Confaronc* encounter, 79-45, to avenge an earlier
season defeat to the Bobcats.

Winners for the Falcons were Jim
Wilcox, Steve Stanley, Doug Teffe,
Mark Burton, Joan Carter, Dee Samchez, Mary Nilges and Beth Christi.
Bowling Green's women's rugby
team defeated a combination team of
Kent State and Cleveland Classic,
12-4, in the second annual winter invitational last weekend.
Mary Ward, Sue Paul andLoriLetterhof scored tries for the Falcons.

at Anderson Arena.
And when those 20 minutes were
over, UD's Lisa Blackburn had left
some large footprints, guiding the
Titans to a 69-39 rout of the Falcons.
Blackburn, playing an unusual
substitute role because of disiplinary
problems, amassed a school-record 31
points, while defying the law of
averages from the field in the second
half, hitting 84.
THE TITAN was particularly dominant at the start of the second half, accounting for three of four unanswered
UD buckets.
That three minute spurt lifted
Detroit to a 10- point lead, 39-29, with
17 minutes left
After that the Falcons were able to
do little else but watch as their oppenents' points began to mount.
The loss dropped BG to two games
under .500 at 10-12, and left Coach

Kathy Bole second-guessing her
group's ability.
"MAYBE I set some unrealistic
goals for this team, but I really felt we
could play with this team," Bole said.
"Detroit is a talented, well-coached
team that took us out of our game in
every way. Tbey shot over us, around
us and through us.
"In the second half, they found their
range and we just took a complete turnaround."
A tight UD man-to-man defense had
a lot to do with that reversal.
WITH QUICK-HANDED guards
Debbie James and Mary Lillie blunting Falcon attempts to penetrate
down low, the Titans limited BG to a
meager 12 points after the intermission.
That lack of offensive penetration,
in turn, shut down BG's biggest scoring threat Chris Tuttle, who entered
the game with a 17.6 scoring average.

Tuttle wound up with four points
after being held scoreless for more
than 15 minutes of the first half.
"We played super defense," UD
coach Mary Roickle said. "Our allaround quickness really challenged
them. I feel that we can be in any
game, whether or not we are on offensively, just by playing well defensively."
"THEY REALLY pressed us," Bole
added. "We just don't know how to
handle defensive pressure well. We
usually do our best offensively against
a man-to-man defense, but that wasn't
the case tonight"
Detroit (491
James 022, Williams a-2 14,
Harris 1-0-2. Yax 5010. Blackburn 14-331.
Boozer 3 2 0, Anoelcor 10 2 Totals: 309 49
Bowling Green (39) Pokelsek 2 2 A, Robinson
1 21 4, Tuttle 2 04, Chase 3 21, Knoblauch 2 0 4,
Holman 2 3 7, McGehee 2 04, Eubanks 10 2.
Totals: 15 9 39.

••••••••••••••••••••ft
"Upstoirs At The Longbronch"

RECORDS
ARE STILL CHEAPER AT

THE SOURCE

SORORITY SEXY LEGS
CONTEST
Sigma Nu White Roses i

518 E. WOOSTER—
NEXT TO DINO'S

2nd - Barb Lynch
"I

MON -SAT 10-8 CLOSED SUNDAY

forest apartments
«..,d.niMono9..
Phono 352 2376

NEXT WEEK:
Another "10" pair of Sexy Legs

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
will be

CLOSED
rJaucom'T

Furnished Apt.
9 mo. lease $380 per mo.
including gas heat
Model Open Daily
By Appointment
Res. Mgr. 352-2276
Keep informedRead the News

i

1st - Stacy Hochstetler

Most LP's only

■S3 May elaon food
lowing Grain. Ohio 43402

-PKESENTS-

Pendleton Realty Company
319 E. Wooster St.
Phone 353-3641

Wed. Feb. 11th thru
Tues. Feb. 17th
for the installation
of NEW carpeting

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES
BUILDING

i
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GO AHEAD - TAKE IT
the factory goofed!
AN ERROR IN PACKAGING CAUSED THESE SETS TO CONTAIN A ROUND 8 INCH, CAKE PAN
INSTEAD OF A SQUARE ONE AS INDICATED ON THE BROCHURE. OUR RETAIL OUTLETS WILL
NOT ACCEPT THESE SETS DUE TO THIS ERROR. WE ARE FORCED TO LIQUIDATE OUR SUPPLY.
SO, GO AHEAD TAKE IT: A

SET FOR

*30
. GUARANTEED
MICROWAVE SAFE I

2 - YEAR GUARANTEE

New
Modern
Miracle
Way

For Use in AM Ov<
including MICROWAVE

31«*0VENWARE
J

COOK-W-SERVE ENSEMBLE

team/
Primrose Dream decorated Milk White Bakeware la eo practical.. Primroee
Dream Bakeware fired at 1200* f . .. makes set Impervloua to oven heat, Icy
cold. Set wWI»ttfact.
*<>' atm '<WI1 . . Vw removing o«... f,om «»>«., Mm MM M room
t.mo.tu,. Mtor. rwlMMl k «« . . . in. ■ .oom t«me»Mw. Mor. „«, ,o
'•,,lt»»W - . . Mtrakl frBm iMin« iHn tlamM or hoai.

31 PIECE ENSEMBLE CONSISTS OF:
•8 pc. Gourmet Casserole Set
*1 % qt Round Casserole
•2 qt. Round Casserole
*1 'h qt. Oblong Oven Baker
(or Round Baker)

*i qt. Utility Pan
MS pc. Custard Cup Set
•Divided Vegetable Dish
'See thru Cover for 1V, and 2 qt.
Casseroles Interchangeable

For your convenience we have arranged floor space with the
Holiday Inn at 1550 Wooster St. in Bowling Green.

We have

reserved meeting room 100 next to the office (one day only)
Friday, February 13th, 1981 between the hours of 7:00 a.m.
and 5:00 p.m.
DUE TO TREMENDOUS PRICE REDUCTION AND FULL TWO YEAR WARRANTY, ALL SALES WILL BE CASH.

